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Preface

Stock options have come in for a torrent of richly deserved crit-
icism in the past year or so. It has become all too clear that the

runup in the stock market during the 1990s proved to be too
great a temptation for many of America’s leading corporate execu-
tives. At least some of them pursued unethical and maybe even il-
legal strategies designed not to advance the company’s long-range
goals, but to pump up their stock and cash in on the profits their
options brought them. At a parade of once high-flying compa-
nies—icons of the boom such as Enron, WorldCom, and Quest
Communications—option-induced avarice spurred corporate
chieftains to cut corners, cook the books, and dupe investors into
buying shares at inflated prices. Some accountants, analysts, and
investment bankers played along, wreaking serious damage to our
financial system. The resulting crisis of confidence made options
synonymous with greed and excess that distorted the entire U. S.
economy.

But the problem with stock options is much larger than a hand-
ful of people who flouted the rules to line their pockets. The real is-
sue involves the rules themselves. Most American corporations—
including the vast majority who haven’t broken any laws—have
been on a stock option binge for more than a decade. An over-
whelming majority of the country’s CEOs used their company’s
ever-rising share prices as an excuse to stuff their wallets with vast
profits from options that they essentially awarded themselves. We
calculate that just the top five executives at the 1,500 largest U.S.
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companies reaped a total of $18 billion in option profits in 2001,
up more than fivefold from the beginning of the 1990s. Over the
entire decade, they made a collective total of about $58 billion.

That doesn’t count the vastly larger mountain of riches they’re still
sitting on. Overall, CEOs and a thin layer of other executives and
managers in corporate America own a collective total of some 12 bil-
lion options today. This gives them control over about 10 percent of
all outstanding public shares in the United States, up from next to
nothing two decades ago. Even at the end of 2000, after the stock-
market had tumbled far from its peak, the top five officers in the
largest U. S. companies would have pocketed a total of some $80 bil-
lion in profits if they could have exercised all those options at once.

Executives have justified this incredible transfer of wealth by ar-
guing that the incentive it provided would spur them to create
more value for their company’s stockholders. Unfortunately, econo-
mists have found scant evidence to back this theory up, much less
to show just how large executives’ option grants should be to bring
about an improvement in a firm’s stock price. Investors bear some
of the blame here, since most were all too willing to brush aside
questions about executive wealth-grabbing when the market was
soaring by 30 percent a year. However, the more fundamental issue
with stock options is who gets them, how much they get, and why.

We believe that the corporate malfeasance brought to light by the
stock market’s collapse stems from the abuse of stock options, not
from the concept of an option itself. Most large corporations today
are still run on the same top-down pyramid of power that has char-
acterized U.S. business for generations. The CEOs who perch at the
pinnacle enjoy virtually unchecked control over most of the major
decisions, including their own compensation. Not surprisingly,
they have grabbed the largest chunk of stock options for themselves
and a small group that usually comprises less than 5 percent of a
company’s workforce. In the process, corporate leaders have ex-
cluded the vast ranks of employees whose dedication and motiva-
tion are central to a company’s success.

Executive greed has victimized many employees, too. Some have
been tossed out of work at the fallen icons such as Enron, which
were brought down by the excesses and possible criminality of their
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leaders. But the greatest losses have come from practices that are
much more ubiquitous—and perfectly legal. Many U.S. workers
have suffered from their employers’ practice of stuffing 401(k) and
other retirement plans with company stock. Overall, we calculate
that employees have lost more than $260 billion this way since the
stock market tanked in 2000.

At the same time, most companies have restricted stock options,
a much safer form of employee ownership, largely to the corporate
elite. Millions of employees own options in U.S. public companies.
However, most of them got a token amount on a one-time or occa-
sional basis. We estimate that at most 3 million workers get options
every year, the way CEOs do.

Essentially, corporate America has extended the least risky own-
ership stake—stock options—to those who can afford to take on
the most risk, that is, the highest-income people at the top of the
pyramid. Yet it has given the riskiest stake—direct stock ownership
locked up in long-term retirement plans—to average workers, who
can least afford to gamble their savings on one stock.

The argument of this book is that investors and employees alike
would gain if companies turned employees into corporate partners
by granting stock options to most of the workforce. Most U.S. cor-
porations would be better run, and in the long run more profitable,
if America pursued this approach. We say this because unlike the
case with executive options, there’s compelling evidence that broad-
based employee ownership does in fact produce more value for
shareholders. Although many CEOs have twisted the concept of
employee ownership for their own narrow self-interest, the under-
lying idea of using ownership to motivate employees is in fact a
good one that has been proven to work. As you’ll hear in our book,
a number of executives, mostly in high tech, realize this. We will
explain how corporations can operate more efficiently when em-
ployee ownership is used in a reasonable and appropriate fashion.

The reason is that granting options to an entire company has a
very different effect than doling them out to a favored few at the top.
The underlying rationale is much the same: to create an incentive to
accept a job the executive or the worker might not have taken at the
pay offered, and then to work harder or more creatively once they’re
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in it. As Federal Reserve Board chairman Alan Greenspan noted in
mid-2002, many high-tech startups might not have survived without
employee options.

The basic notion is that options can help to form a partnership
of interests between companies and employees. The idea began to
emerge as early as the 1950s in companies such as Intel and
Hewlett-Packard. As you’ll see in the first two chapters, it was de-
veloped further over the following decades by Microsoft and other
high-tech firms that blossomed in Silicon Valley and elsewhere, fi-
nally reaching full form in the Internet companies that sprang up
in the 1990s. Even a handful of non-high-tech companies have be-
gun moving in this direction. A few, like Pepsi and Wells Fargo,
routinely give options to all workers, while others, including Aetna
and Conoco, have made small or one-time option grants to most
employees.

The concept has been pushed the furthest, however, at the
Internet companies that survived the dot-com shakeout. Although
the dot-com heyday has long since come and gone, a viable
Internet industry remains today that’s no more likely to vanish than
the Internet itself. It consists of firms such as Cisco, Yahoo, and
eBay, that invented and applied the core technology that made pos-
sible the whole phenomenon of individual computers linked up
into a global network.

We created an index of the 100 largest high-tech firms that focus
on the Internet, which we call the High Tech 100. It shows that em-
ployees and executives at these firms hold fully a third of their com-
pany’s stock. Break that down, and the top five officers hold only 14
percentage points. The other 19 points belong to average employ-
ees, 17 of them through options. By contrast, executives in the rest
of corporate America own 8 percent of their company’s stock, while
employees hold just 2 percent—mostly through 401(k)s and em-
ployee stock ownership plans (ESOPs).

Instead of an autocratic hierarchy of executive decisionmaking,
these companies invented a new version of the employee-owned
company. They shaped an enterprise that tries to bring people to-
gether as collaborators in a joint undertaking, rather than as work-
ers being told what to do by a boss.
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We’ve dubbed the idea partnership capitalism because it involves
thinking of a corporation as a partnership among the people who
work there, as well as one between them and the investors who
own its stock. You might also call it stock option capitalism, since
options for most or all employees are the key economic idea that
drives the concept. By offering them to most of their employees,
these companies have blurred the notion of private property,
spreading ownership among everyone who’s using the corporation’s
assets to generate value. They are engaging in a new form of risk
sharing between economic partners. Employees assume some of the
risk of ownership in return for a claim on part of the wealth they
help to create. Investors, for their part, risk parting with some of
their ownership in the hope that doing so will create even greater
wealth than they had before.

The new work environment cultivated by companies that extend
options to everyone is as important as the options themselves.
While they certainly haven’t invented a workplace nirvana, many of
these firms strive to transform the traditional boss-employee man-
agement mentality into something richer and more diverse. Their
aim is to spur employees to think of their jobs as activities they do
for themselves, not just for their superiors.

The goal of partnership capitalism, then, is to get employees to
think of themselves as owners. Doing so motivates employees to
work smarter or harder, bringing about a more productive com-
pany and, ultimately, rewarding employees and outside sharehold-
ers alike. Society at large gains as well, since more productive com-
panies create faster overall economic growth that usually benefits
everyone.

The proof that this in fact occurs can be found in America’s
lengthy history of sharing profits and ownership with employees.
For decades, in fact for nearly 200 years, many of the country’s
leading capitalists have experimented with the notion in one fash-
ion or another. In fact, the broad concept of sharing the risks and
rewards of property ownership with workers dates back to the
country’s earliest days. Usually, property holders have surrendered a
portion of their ownership rights in the hope that the prospect of
capital income would spur people to come to work for them or ap-
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ply themselves more vigorously, thus creating more wealth than the
original owner could do alone. At various points, many of the most
illustrious names in American business have used profit sharing,
ESOPs, or other plans that grant employees shares in the company
for which they work.

Many traditional companies also have attempted to create work-
place cultures that allow employees to take on more responsibility
than they do in a conventional corporate hierarchy. Very few have
managed to achieve a complete partnership model that couples the
financial aspects of employee ownership to cultural changes in the
working environment. But each part of the model has been tried by
traditional companies for many years, and economists and labor ex-
perts have studied the pieces in much detail.

These studies offer powerful evidence that partnership capital-
ism, unlike executive options, really is a smart investment for com-
panies and their public shareholders. If you sum up all the studies
done just in the past two decades or so, they show that even corpo-
rate America’s limited experiments with the partnership approach
produce a one-time, but permanent, boost to a company’s produc-
tivity of about 4 percentage points, compared to what it would have
been without employee ownership. Total annual shareholder re-
turns go up by an average of about 2 points. On average, the com-
panies studied devoted roughly 8 percent of their stock to em-
ployee ownership. The higher returns they got came on top of this
8 percent, and thus reflect the net gain corporate stockholders reap
from partnership capitalism. This track record strongly suggests
that if corporate America used options to share ownership with all
employees, and not just top executives, investors would gain more
than they give up.

The partnership approach is the closest thing to a free lunch you
can find in economics. The higher productivity it brings allows
both workers and shareholders to earn more than they otherwise
would. Just as employees get option wealth on top of their regular
market wage, so do companies and their shareholders stand to earn
higher profits and share appreciation than they would if the com-
pany didn’t engage in partnership capitalism. Of course, nothing in
life is really free, and a partnership entails some risks for all in-
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volved. For the idea to work, employees must work harder and
smarter, and get along in a more demanding and entrepreneurial
corporate culture, which is a real cost to them. What’s more, they
run the risk that their extra effort may not pay off for reasons over
which they have no control, whether it’s a corrupt or inept manage-
ment or a larger industry or market collapse.

Shareholders also may extend the promise of ownership to the
company’s workforce, only to see their stock climb no more than it
would have anyway. In some cases, employees might earn extra
wealth even though they produced no extra value for shareholders.
Still, these risks can be circumscribed for both sides and distributed
fairly equally between them. Given the rich evidence that most
partnership approaches indeed have paid off for both sides over the
long term, the reward seems well worth the risk for everyone, de-
spite today’s troubled markets.

That’s not to say that the partnership approach could have pre-
vented any deliberate wrong-doing at an Enron or a WorldCom,
much less forestalled the collapse of confidence and stock prices
that hit corporate America in 2002. Nor will it stop recessions, a
slump in a particular industry, or lousy business decisions by a
company’s CEO. However, forming a wider partnership with em-
ployees helps a company to perform better than it otherwise would
in most circumstances.

A less autocratic corporation is also far less likely to be a breed-
ing ground for executive malfeasance. If everyone in a company
owns a piece of it, they have the same interest in boosting the stock
price as the CEOs who let their greed get the better of them in so
many firms. Unlike executives, however, average employees usually
aren’t going to make tens of millions of dollars from their options.
Some Internet workers did rake in windfall profits during the
1990s market boom. But most employees in more typical firms and
more typical markets stand to make substantial, though not
tremendous, sums, on the order of 15 to 30 percent of their annual
pay.

As a result, employees in a partnership company are likely to re-
main concerned primarily about the long-term stability of the com-
pany and their jobs. If top executives are cutting corners, workers
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will have a strong motivation to speak out or resist, as one or two
did even at Enron and WorldCom. This is even more likely to be
true after the examples these companies set, where thousands of av-
erage employees lost both their jobs and their savings while a hand-
ful of corporate kingpins walked off with hundreds of millions of
dollars. While a nonhierarchical atmosphere can’t ward off an exec-
utive determined to fiddle with the books, employees are more
likely to be attuned to unethical leadership in a culture that isn’t the
usual “the boss gets everything and the boss is always right.”

Just as important is the corporate governance structure a com-
pany adopts. U.S. CEOs have been able to award themselves mil-
lions in option grants because they essentially set their own pay.
Many still handpick the boards of directors that are supposed to
oversee management and safeguard shareholder interests.
Directors are often former executives of the company, others who
have dealings with it in some way, or people the CEO considers
unlikely to challenge management. They also almost always run on
a single slate proposed by management, so shareholders have no
effective choice of candidates. Most boards don’t meet separately
from the CEO whom they’re supposed to be monitoring, nor do
they have a separate chairman or lead director who could call such
meetings. Until a company runs into problems, many CEOs exer-
cise the full powers of an autocrat. Very few behave like stewards
of shareholders’ money who must report to a truly independent
board of overseers.

Directors have allowed CEOs to ratchet up their compensation
to excessive levels with no proof that shareholders gain—or that
anyone else who works at the company gets any credit for its suc-
cess. Cozy boards allowed executives to take most options for
themselves, turning away from the pursuit of broadly based em-
ployee ownership that some large corporations embarked on in the
1980s through ESOPs.

A partnership approach won’t necessarily cure all these ills. In
fact, many high-tech firms that grant options to most workers have
an even greater proportion of captive directors than more estab-
lished companies. For the idea to work well over the long run, they,
too, will have to change. All companies need better protections for
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lower-level whistleblowers, and truly independent boards that can
hire CEOs who will put a priority on creating entrepreneurial cor-
porate cultures that give all employees a stake.

Investors may rightly feel burned by options today, given how
many executives have abused them. But as this book makes clear,
using broad-based options to create a partnership model of the cor-
poration will, over the long run, help to make most companies
more competitive and create more wealth for shareholders.

Similarly, many employees may not be too interested in the
prospect of options in light of the woes of the stock market in re-
cent years. But options remain a good deal for average workers,
even today. For one thing, most companies grant them over and
above the market wage they pay. They do so because options repre-
sent a share of the firm’s future wealth; they’re a form of profit shar-
ing, which means they’re capital income, not labor income. So em-
ployees won’t lose anything even if their employer gives them
options that turn out to be worthless down the road.

In addition, most companies issuing options to all employees do
so every year, which means the options carry the lower price if the
stock plunges. As the company’s fortunes improve, employees will
still make money on the new options, even if those granted at the
market peak remain worthless. Since most options have a ten-year
life span, it’s reasonable to assume that stocks will resume their his-
torical upward trend, eventually putting most options in the money.

By massively misusing stock options to enrich themselves, the
leaders of corporate America have hijacked what could be one of
the most important business innovations in many decades. It would
be wrong if the calls for reform lead to the curtailment or elimina-
tion of options for a broader group of employees. Adopting a part-
nership approach in itself wouldn’t bring about all the reforms crit-
ics have suggested. But it would make U.S. corporations more
competitive and profitable, as well as better places to work.
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